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THE GRACIOUS GIFT OF PRESENCE 

By Alan Jones 
 

MARGARET GUENTHER – IN MEMORIAM 
A PERSONAL TESTIMONY 

 
 

“Attention is the rarest and purest form of generosity.”   (Simone Weil) 
 

 I had the privilege of working with Margaret during the early days (over thirty years 
ago) of developing the programs in Spiritual Direction at the Center for Christian Spirituality 
at the General Theological Seminary. We had a painful beginning. Our personal relationship 
was always warm and supportive but the institutional Church wasn’t always helpful. Margaret 
had been rejected as a postulant by the diocese of New York. She came to me annoyed and 
distressed. She said something like “I know I look like an Italian widow on holiday but those 
people need to look deeper!” This response showed her humor and feistiness. It was easy to 
underestimate this highly intelligent professor of German! I wrote a strong letter of support 
and there was a great outpouring of enthusiasm for this remarkable woman. She was 
eventually ordained to the priesthood and we became friends and colleagues. She was, 
understandably, passionate about the injustice springing from our tendency to render others 
invisible. 
 
 Our last public encounter was at a conference and Kanuga and instead of a final 
lecture we sat in armchairs on the stage of the auditorium and engaged in conversation about 
our work together. Margaret’s genius – besides intelligence  and erudition – was the gift of 
being so present to people that they were free to be themselves. When I founded the Center 
for Christian Spirituality I was filled with enthusiasm but was largely out of my depth. 
Margaret saw through this, saw through me and still appreciated what I was trying to do.  
 
 There are three aspects of “seeing” that illustrate Margaret’s giftedness. First, she saw  
beneath the fabrications and lies we fashion to protect ourselves;  second, she appreciated 
the fact that what we see depends on the kind of stories we tell ourselves about ourselves; 
and thirdly she saw seeing  the most real thing about ourselves is that we are loved, that 
there’s a deeper story going on inside us other than our own little psycho drama.  
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 The trouble with “spirituality” and “piety” is that they so often sound like things 
(albeit important) added to an already busy life – as if “the spiritual life” were something you 
had to take time for. The spiritual life is Life and Margaret understood that. She discerned 
the hazards of spirituality and spiritual direction as traps for the ego – like a character in an 
Iris Murdoch novel –whose way of being in the world was summed up thus, “She enlarged 
herself by interfering.” That “self-enlargement” is the reason why religious people are 
sometimes so insufferable. Margaret’s sense of humor and sense of mortality made her 
wonderfully grounded. “We are all future dead  people,” wrote novelist Julian Barnes. 
Margaret knew what it is to be passing through. There would be a time when you aren’t around 
any more. And this is good news! 
 

 When I think of Margaret I think of the character of Mary Turpin in Flannery 
O’Connor’s short story Revelation. Mary is in the doctor’s waiting room sizing up the other 
occupants. She “silently sizes up each fellow occupant of a doctor’s waiting room in order to 
reaffirm, with gratitude to Jesus, with whom she is in frequent conversation, her own general 
superiority.”i “To help anybody out that needed it was her philosophy of life. She never 
spared herself when she found somebody in need, whether they were white or black, trash or 
decent.” She looks at the sullen girl across the room “blue with acne” and the white trash 
woman in her bedroom slippers. Mrs. Turpin sees the world through a fixed and rigid grid, 
which -- in her conversations with Jesus -- makes her feel superior and secure. The girl with 
the acne is so sick of her running on that she shouts at Mrs. Turpin, “Go back to hell where 
you came from, you old wart hog!”  Mrs. Turpin – like any good Christian – is shocked.  

Later Mrs. Turpin seen in a vision, “a vast horde of souls . . . rumbling towards heaven. 
There were whole companies of white trash, clean for the first time in their lives, and bands 
of blacks in white robes and battalions of freaks and lunatics shouting and clapping and 
leaping like frogs. And bringing up the end of the procession was a tribe of people whom 
she recognized at once as those who, like herself . . .. had always had a little of everything 
and the God-given wit to use it.” These last, among whom she numbers herself, sing on key, 
march in good order, and comport themselves with wonted common sense of repeatable 
behavior, yet “she could see by their shocked and altered faces that their virtues were being 
burned away.”  Even our supposed virtues has to be burned away. 

 Margaret’s generous take on the human condition caused her to affirm our solidarity, 
dignity and significance – God’s gifts to us wildly improbable creatures. But with her it 
wasn’t just a matter of words --  it was also a matter of tone and pitch. Margaret never 
“enlarged herself by interfering.” 

 Jonathan Reé concludes his review  of Bruno Latour’s An Inquiry into Modes of 
Existence: An anthropology of the moderns with these words: “Latour speaks with urgency when 
he asks us all to set aside the script of secular modernity - to stop insulting each other and 
learn to pluralize, apologize and ecologize. We must prepare ourselves for diplomacy, he 
says: we must talk to one another or die.”ii Margaret understood the importance of tone and 
cadence in human interaction. Listening more carefully to one another might help us all to 
get off the high horse of moralism (enlarging ourselves). Morality, as Latour defines it, is “a 
constant anxiety over practical dilemmas, and an inexhaustible sense of being in the wrong.” 
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People posing as moralists don’t seem to understand this. That’s why art is central to this 
journey of the heart and mind because it brings doubt and delight, heartache and hope.  
 
 The late Jacob Bronowski (Simon  Critchley reminds us) warned of “the assertion of 
dogma that closes the mind, and turns a nation, a civilization, into a regiment of ghosts – 
obedient ghosts or tortured ghosts.” Bronowski “thought that the uncertainty principle 
should . . .  be called the principle of tolerance. Pursuing knowledge means accepting 
uncertainty. Heisenberg’s principle has the consequence that no physical events can 
ultimately be described with absolute certainty or with “zero tolerance,” as it were. The more 
we know, the less certain we are.” Pure Margaret. 

 Finally,  a couple of things celebrating her generous take on the world. First, I 
gratefully acknowledge my debt to Margaret  for identifying the sad and silly fabrications we 
put together in which to hide ourselves. She was Sarah to my Barbie. In Paul Scott’s  novel 
The Towers of Silence (about the end of the British Raj in India): Sarah really sees Barbie 
Batchelor  -- a garrulous silly old missionary. Barbie thinks: 
 
“[Sarah] looks at my old fond and foolish face and sees through it, I think, sees below the 
ruination, hears behind the senseless and ceaseless chatter, sees right down to the despair but 
also to the terrific thing there really is in me, the joy I would find in God and which she 
would find in life, which come to much the same thing.” 

 
 That’s it! Margaret’s gift to us was to see the Terrific Thing there is in each one of us. 
She taught me that this is our gift to each other. This is the mighty anthropology of the 
Christian Mystics – to be bursting with the Spirit: a human being is a Capax Dei and  Deo 
congruens. Each of us is an emptiness that only God can fill.  Margaret would have said, 
“That’s our job? To see the Terrific Thing in each other --  and why?  To bring the world 
joy. That’s what all this is for!” 
 
 Second: Margaret’s gift to me was that she not only saw through me, loved me 
anyway. She also drew out the best in me by always placing what we were doing in the 
context of a generous interpretation of events. This kind of attention was the ground of her 
spirituality.  Why have a benign view of the world? Margaret showed me, for example, how 
cheap and easy it is to embrace cynicism in the name of truth.  
 
 What comes to mind when you hear,  “Twinkle, twinkle little star”? What did you 
think about when you sang it? Do you remember how it made you feel?  Martha Nussbaum 
tells the story of one of her students who responded  to the question in this way. He saw a 
sky beautifully blazing with stars and bands of bright color and the sight made him look in a 
new way at his dog, a cocker spaniel. 
 

I used to look into the dog’s eyes and wonder what the dog was really thinking and 
feeling. Was my dog ever sad? It pleased me to think about my dog and the way he 
experienced the world. I looked him in the eyes and knew that he loved me and was 
capable of feeling pleasure and pain. It then made me think tenderly about my mom 
and dad and other children I knew.iii 
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Why would “Twinkle, twinkle little star”?” make someone think that the starry sky was 
benevolent and not malevolent? Why think of your dog as loving and good rather than 
devilish and cruel? Who cares whether some dog is happy or sad? There are plenty of people 
who take pleasure in an animal’s pain. Martha Nussbaum assures us that something 
important is going on.  
 

The strange fact is that the nursery rhyme itself, like other rhymes, nourished a 
tender humanity within us and stirs up in us the prospect of friendship. It doesn’t 
make us think paranoid thoughts of a hateful being in the sky who’s out to get us. It 
tells the child think of a star like a diamond rather than as a missile of destruction 
and also not like a machine good only for production and consumption. The nursery 
rhyme nourishes a generous construction of the seen. 
 

That was Margaret’s gift to all who met her – she nourished a generous construction of the seen. In 
times of upheaval – like now -- how we choose to interpret experience becomes especially 
crucial, because choosing “doom and gloom” as a way of seeing the world becomes a self-
fulfilling prophecy. If I see the world as a hopeful place, I will behave accordingly. So, one 
vital factor is the story we choose to tell ourselves about what our experiences mean. It makes 
all the difference if we choose a generous construction of the seen. If astonishment is the beginning 
of prayer, choosing a generous view of the world and living gratefully are the seeds of faith, 
hope, and love -- the bedrock of what is true. Margaret knew this. Margaret lived this. 
 
 When we wake up in the morning, we have a choice to see the world through a 
variety of prisms. If we are truly aware we will know some terrible truths (or, at least, we will 
have seen them out of the corner of our eye). We know that life is often hard.  We have 
made mistakes that cannot be undone, that we are going to die, and that we are not in 
control. It is at that point of recognition that we have a choice. Far from being depressing, if 
we choose, such knowledge of our frailty can be the occasion of liberation, even hilarity.  
Amazement and gratitude can put us in touch with purposes and possibilities larger than 
ourselves. It comes as a relief not to find ourselves at the center of the universe.  The 
proclamation that “Life is not about you!” is good news.  I loved Margaret’s intuitive grasp 
of this. She taught me that – following Fred Buechner – the worst word about any of us  
isn’t the last word. 
 
 What I admired most in Margaret was her realism, her refusal to turn a blind eye 
to suffering. Rowan Williams wrote about the Abbé Huvelin who suffered deeply and   who 
spent much of his time listening to people and was enlarged not diminished by it. “The more 
you suffer, the more you understand that souls are, above all, beings that suffer, and that 
they stand in need more of relief and consolation than of rebuke and correction.” This is not 
the exultation of suffering but simply the acknowledgement that human beings need mercy 
and forgiveness.  
 Georges Bernanos writes, in a scene of a mother with her dead child. . . . . “as if 
the Voice  which had thrown the Suns into space as a hand throws grain, the Voice which 
makes the worlds tremble, had just murmured gently into her ear, ‘Pardon me. One day you 
will know, you will understand, you will give me thanks. But now what I am looking for 
from you is your pardon. Pardon.” 
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God asking for our forgiveness! And as partners of God we can choose either to break the 
cycle of violence or to sponsor it.  
 
 Charles Williams used to sign his letters, “Under the Mercy” – and so I sign this 
personal memory of Margaret with the hope of forgiveness and the assurance of being seen 
and loved. This, in being true to Margaret’s spirit, is affirmed without any trace of 
sentimentality. One of our most critical yet supportive colleagues on the General Seminary 
faculty over thirty years ago,  constantly urged us to be on our guard against a piety bent on 
providing nice furnishings for our little hacienda of the soul. There was nothing sentimental 
about Margaret’s view of the world, She was passionate about providing food for the 
shipwrecked.  Our synagogue was for the unqualified (to use  phrase of the late Rabbi Lionel 
Blue).  
 
I end with Leonard Cohen’s mantra in grateful memory of one of the great souls who have 
touched my life for good. 
 

“Ring the bells that still can ring.  
Forget your perfect offering.  
There is a crack in everything.  
That’s how the light gets in.” 

 
Under the Mercy, 
 
 
Alan Jones 
 
																																																								
i Marylyn Chandler McEntyre, “Mercy that Burns: Violence and Revelation in Flannery O’Connor’s 
Fiction,” Theology Today, October 1996, p 331 ff. 
ii “From straight talk to speaking well” by  JONATHAN RÉE  -- 10 January 2014 TLS Bruno 
Latour “AN INQUIRY INTO MODES OF EXISTENCE An anthropology of the moderns 
Translated by Catherine Porter 515pp. Harvard University Press. £29.95 (US $39.95). 
iii paraphrase from Martha Nussbaum, Poetic Justice, Boston: Beacon Press, 1995, pp. 38-39 


